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• 1. Introduction
• The aim of this study is to investigate thc fl ood hydrology of the Thames,
with particular reference to the reach between Bourne End and Penton Hook,
• for the purpose of specifying the tr ibutary inputs required to run the T hames
hydraulic model prepared by Sir Will iam Hald ow and Partners (SWHP).
A s a morc specifi c objective, the study seeks to establish whether it is possible
• to defi ne hydrological inputs such that the output from the hydraulic model is
the level profi le corresponding to a chosen return period. In other words, if
• the 5 year water level profile is required, the quest ion posed is whether, by
imposing the 5 year fl ow (and hence level) at the upstream site, a consistent
• set of tributary inputs can be defined such that the fl ow (and hence the
level) at the downstream site and intermediate sites also correspond to the 5
0 year return period. In general, one cannot expect such convenient
relationships to be easily attained. However, it is a reasonable supposition in
• cases where the main river dominates any tr ibutary inflows, as in the case of
the Thames.
•
In order to explore this problem, and to answer other more immediate
• problems to be faced in stage 1 of the project, such as the return period of
bankfull conditions, it has been necessary to extend the study reach to
• between Days Weir and Teddington in order to include the long-term gauging
stations at these sites.
•
The hydrological part of the study has been divided into two stages. This
• report discusses the results of the f irst stage of the project, relating to the
collection and treatment of basic data (Sections 2 and 3) and the evaluation
• of the frequency of bankfull stage in thc Bourne End to Penton Hook reach
(Sections 4 and 5). Section 6 concerns the accumulation of fl ows at given
• return periods while Section 7 contains recommendations as to the approach
to be used in stage two.
•
2. The Data
2A FL OW RE CORDS
•
• 2.1.1 T hames Rows
•
The two main long-term Thames gauging stations which arc relevant to this
• study are situated at Days Weir and Teddington. There are, in addition,
two gauging stations located in the middle of the study reach. Of these,
• that at Royal Windsor is a relatively new ult rasonic gauging station which has
been in operation since 1979; while the preceding longer-term gauging station
• at Bray is of doubtful accuracy. This section also draws upon material
prepared in connection wi th the Maidenhead Study - in particular, the
•
•
1
•
construction of a long-term peak flow series for Bray (Reran and Field, 1988).
2. 1.2  T ributary fl ows
Flow records have been assembled for all the major tr ibutaries of the Thames
between Days Weir and Teddington. In stage 1 of the study, interest spans
a range of return periods from several t imes a year to about 10 years, so
both peaks over threshold data (POT) and annual maximum data have been
extracted from the archives held at the Insti tute of Hydrology (IH). The
gauging stations involved are shown schematically in Figure 1, with details of
the availabili ty of data given in Table 1. Stations wi th a relatively short
period of record - the Misbourne. the Pinn and the River Wey at Weybridge
- have not been used in this stage of the analysis. Peaks over threshold
data have not been extracted for the sites where groundwater contr ibutions
dominate the fl ow hydrograph. In these cases, the catchment responds to
the general wetness of the winter season rather than to individual storm
rainfalls, so it is not possible to set a consistent threshold or apply realistically
the decision rules concerning independence between events.
Some discrepancies were found between the annual maxima obtained from the
POT extraction carried out at II-I and the values held in the Surface Water
A rchive (SWA) obtained directly from the Water A uthority's data processing.
Discrepancies which were larger than 5% were referred back to the original
level recorder charts and, in most cases the values obtained from IH's POT
data set were confirmed. In these cases, the reasons for the discrepancy
related either to spikes superimposed on the hydrograph and not recognised as
artif icially induced in the automated data extraction, or to the omission of
pressure tapping corrections on fl ows recorded over drowned Crump weirs. As
a result of this investigation, the Pm- archive data have been accepted for
use in the analysis, with two exceptions. First, a new rating curve was
supplied by Thames Water for the River Thame at Shabbington and this was
applied to the IH POT stage extraction. Second, corrected annual maximum
fi gures were supplied by Thames Water for the River Wcy at Ti lford and
corrections have been made to the POT data based on a regression
relationship between the old and new annual maximum values. The complete
set of data used in thc analysis will be provided in an appendix to the main
report.
2.2. ST AG E RECO RDS
As specified in the study proposal, the analysis of stage frequency has been
undertaken for Cookham, Bray and Bell weirs based upon the stages extracted
by Th ames Water from the weir tackle sheets. It was decided to use
post- 1937 data only as previous work by Thames Water plotting wcir stagc
against Teddington fl ow suggested a change in regime around this date. The
stage data have been appraised in two ways.
First, thc peaks have been cross-referenced between thc three sites and the
tackle sheets searched for potentially missing peaks, addi tional peaks, or errors.
Second, the list has been checked for independence of events. The criterion
used in the original tackle sheet extraction was that the fl ow must drop below
•
the set threshold between nearby peaks. Th is means that a number of
relatively low, dependent peaks have been included. The more stringent
•
criter ion laid out in the Fl ood Studies Report Volume IV (NERC, 1975) has
been applied to the data. This states that tlw minimum discharge in the
•
" trough" between two peaks should be less than 67% of the earl ier peak
value, and that the two peaks should be separated by at least three times the
•
average time to peak. The time cri terion which has been used is 8 days
(three times the mean time to peak at Days Weir is 7 days; at Tcddington 9
•
days). The fl ow criterion has been converted into a stage cri terion based on
the rating curve for a fully drawn weir (see Section 3.4).
Annual maximum data have also been derived, wi th the levels for years not
•
represented in the POT data being taken directly from the tackle sheets.
The resulting set of peak over threshold and annual maximum levels which
have been used in the analysis will also be provided in an appendix to the
• main report.
• 3. Rating Curve Construction
• 3.1 GENE RA L PR N CIPLES
•
•
Rating curve construction has also been undertaken for the three weirs of
Cookham, Bray and Bell. The results from the rating curves will be used as
•
a check on the fl ow inputs within the 'Study reach and as a direct comparison
with the ONDA hydraulic model.
• For the purpose of rating curve construction, the data assembled for stage 2
•
of the study have been used and a series of values extracted from six months
(January 1982, December 1982, February 1985, June 1985, December 1985, and
•
January 1986) of fl ow and level data, including four of the recent major
events and the two hydrographs used by SWFIP in the calibration of the
•
ONDA model. The data comprise tackle sheet records for the three weirs
and thcir downstream counterparts, hourly flow data recorded for the Thames
•
at Royal Windsor, and three-hourly flow data for The Cut and the River
Colne. A lthough extracting the data in this way means that the data points
•
used to construct the rating curves arc not independent, and may, therefore,
lead to infl ated correlation coeffi cients, the method used is the most efi cient
•
means of building up a reasonably reliable set of level and fl ow data that
includes information about weir settings.
• In constructing the rating curves, it was desirable that, if possible, the form of
•
the rating curve equation should be similar for each weir and that it should
conform to a function which is physically j ustifi able. Thc stage basis used
for the rating curves is the tail water level at each weir measured in metres
AOD. The head water level, which might equally be thought of as a basis
•
for a rating curve, by analogy with gauging stations, shows a much lower
correlation with fl ow (see Table 2). This is not unexpected as it is largely
•
under gate control whereas the tail water level is to a considerable extent
•
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•
•
under regime cont rol. The assumed form of the rating curve is
Q a (I l -c)b
where Q is fl ow (m3s- ' )
H  is stage (m A OD)
a, b and c are constants.
T he regression analysis carr ied out below has therefore, been based on the
logari thms of the fl ow and stage variables. T he constant c has been taken,
in this instance, as the height A O D of the zero point on the tailwater board.
T his is a rather arbit rary choice of datum and a second analysis was
performed using the height of the headwater mark on the downstream weir .
"Ib is cor responds to the case of zero flow (Bowen, 1965). H owever , using
this constant led to a reduction in  the  goodness of fi t of the rating
equat ions.
For each weir , secondary independent variables are required in addi tion to the
tailwater level. These represent the affl ux through the structure and the
regime in the downstream reach, as refl ected in the headwater levels, gate
settings and head losses. These variables have also been transformed to
logar it hms so that a mul tiplicat ive relationship between the vari ables, consistent
with typical fl ow resistance equations, is preserved.
3 .2 C EIO IC E O F F LOW DAT A
In order to align in time the fl ow wi th its corresponding level at each weir as
accurately as possible, account was taken of the time taken to travel between
each weir , or t ributary inflow, and the relevant gauging station used to provide
the fl ow. W ater veloci ties were derived from the ONDA hydraul ic model for
an in-bank fl ow of 225 m 3s- 1. A n average was taken of the water velocities
for ONDA reaches between each point of interest and thc travel time
estimated using the wave celer ity, assumed to be 1.5 times the water velocity
(T able 3). A t higher fl ows, the ONDA model shows water veloci t ies in each
reach to be somewhat higher than those used in these calculat ions. However,
they are not so di fferent as to invalidate the relative timings indicated in
Table 3. A s a consequence, the same timings wcre used for all stages and
fl ow condi tions. A lthough an approximation, this is thought to be adequate
for the present application.
For in-bank fl ows, Table 3 suggests that it takes 3.1 hours for the fl ood wave
to travel from Cookham weir to Royal Windsor (RW) : 1.9 hours from Bray
weir to Royal Windsor ; 1.8 hours f rom T he a il to Royal Windsor; and 0.7
hours from Royal Windsor to Bell weir. Consequently, for weir levels at
timc t, the fl ows selected for usc in deriving the rating curves were as fol lows.
for Cookham: the fl ow at RW at timc t+3 minus the fl ow
from The Cut at t ime t
for Bray: the fl ow at I2W at time t+2 minus the fl ow
from The Cut at time t
4
for Bell : the flow at RW at time t-1.
The choice of fl ow  was  partly constrained by the availabil ity of data and
ignores the fact that The Cut is gauged some distance upstream from its
confl uence with the Thames
3.3 SECO NDARY IN DE PE NDENT VA RIA BLES
For the lower fl ows of interest when gates are not fully drawn, a potentially
signifi cant affect on the rating curve is the gate setting at both the "current"
and downstream weirs. These infl uence the affl ux through the structure and
the downstream backwater curve respectively. In order to facil itate the
extraction of these data and to check their accuracy, use has been made of
the SuperCalc4 spreadsheet model designed by SWHP. T he tackle sheets
provide information on the total number of gates drawn at the beginning and
end of the month, with addi tional intermediate dates when the weir was
recorded as being fu lly drawn. Th e total number of weir gates is also
known.
Using the spreadsheet model, analysis of some of the tackle sheets showed
significant discrepancies within the given constraints. In such cases, the
fi gures have been adjusted so that they are consistent with the known weir
settings and within the range of physical possibilit ies. However, absence of
complete information on the exact gate movements and their timing must
introduce an element of uncertainty into thc assignment of gate settings at any
given time.
Another problem associated with weir sett ings relates to the diversity of
dif erent component structures at any one location. Weir set tings arc
recorded in two different ways. Some weirs, such as Bell weir, arc recorded
as a total amount of weir footage which is drawn (raised) or closed. Other
weirs arc simply recorded in terms of the number of different types of gates
drawn or closed. For example, the state of the weir at Cookham might be
recorded as "4 deep radials, 6 hand radials, 5 buck gates and 14 parts of the
rhymer weir drawn". Given the fact that each of the components of . the_
weir has dif ferent dimensions, to make this information more suitalare for
analysis, it is necessary to express the total weir setting in terms of the total
area per unit width.
An additional complication is that the weir at Boveney, downstream of Bray,
was rebuil t between 1982 and 1984 which is within the period for which
hydrograph data were extracted. In principle, expressing the gate settings in
terms of the total weir drawn allows both the data from the old weir and
that relating to the new weir to be used in the same analysis. This is valid
only if there is suffi cient similarity in the hydraulic behaviour of the two weirs
not to af ect the rating curve relationship. This might be a reasonable
assumpt ion as the policy for the reconstruction of weirs is to maintain a
similar weir and channel capacity. The rating curves for the new and old
weirs are compared in Section 3.4.
It is desirable that the form of the rating equation should be such that the
ef ect of the wcir setting is minimal in cases where thc weir is fully drawn i.e.
5
all gates are raised. A ll weir settings extracted from the tackle sheets were,
therefore, converted into the proportion of the total weir drawn. Thus, for
a fully drawn w e i r , the weir setting parameter will have a value of unity.
In addition to the weir and downstream weir settings, the other variables
which may act as a control on the form of the rating curve are the head
difference over thc weir (headwater level minus tailwater level) and head loss
in the downstream reach (tailwater minus downstream headwater). This latter
represents the gradient of the water surface and, other factors being equal .
should correlate positively with fl ow.
1 4 MO DE LS FO R INDIVID UAL WE IRS
The starting point for the analysis is the rating curve based solely on the
tailwater levels. These have been produced for cases where the downstream
weir was fully drawn to eliminate any variation in the tailwater level due to
the gatc settings at the downstream weir influencing the backwater curve.
The data arc plotted in Figure 2 for each of the three weirs. The open
circles represent the data points for which the downstream weir is fully drawn;
the solid circles represent the other data points extracted. Table 4 gives the
rating curve for the fully drawn downstream weir, labelled equation (3.1), and
this is plotted as the dashed line in Figure 2. The graph clearly shows the
points relating to thc non-fully drawn case drift ing away from the rating
relationship, usually above the curve (less fl ow for a given level), and showing
a marked increase in scatter.
To develop a rating curve which applies to lower levels, it is, therefore,
necessary to introduce variables into the equation to account for the increased
variabili ty introduced by partial closure of the weirs. The complete set of 36
data points derived for each weir was, therefore, entered into a stepwise
regression procedure, wi th thc forced inclusion of the weir tailwater level, in
order to select the best mult ivariatc prediction of fl ow. The results from the
stepwise procedure are shown in Table 4. In the case of Bell weir, the
tailwater level did not automatically feature in the equation, due to the higher
degree of inter-correlation between the logged tailwater level at Bell weir and
many of the secondary independent variables at that site (Table 2).
A ll three equations include the proport ion of the current weir that is raised,
while the equations for Cookham and Bell weirs also include the downstream
hcad loss and that for Bray prefers the downstream head level. The
coefficient of determination is high in all cases, ranging from 96.11% to
98.68%, with a factorial standard crror ranging from 1.03 to 1.06. This is
considered to be good even by comparison with current metered ratings
al though it is emphasized that the coeffi cient of determination may be infl ated
by serial autocorrelation which follows from the method of data extraction as
indicated in Section 3.1.
A lternative relationships were derived in line with the considerations laid out
in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. First, the relationship which includes the current and
downstream weir set tings and the downstream head loss was derived. This
led to a slight increase in the coeffi cient of determination in the cases of
Cookham and Bell weirs and a slight decrease in the case of Bray.
••
•
• However, the exponent of thc downstream head loss term was negative in the
case of Cookham and Bray and positive in the case of Bell weir. From
• hydraul ic considerations, the increased gradient impl ied by a larger head loss
would be expected to lead to increased fl ows and hence a posit ive exponent.
• Furthermore, the contribution of the downstream head loss to the total
explanati on is relatively small - 0.9%, 0.1% and 1.7% in thc case of Cookham,
• Bray and Bell respectively. Consequently, this variable was not further
considered in exploring alternative rating curve relationships.
•
Table 4, therefore, shows the rating curve based on the tailwater level and the
• "current " and downstream weir settings only (equations 3.2). T he form of
these equations is consistent wi th hydraulic considerat ions for all three weirs,
• and shows only a slight drop in the coeffi cient of determination and a slight
increase in the factorial standard error. The relationship is shown in Figure
• 2 as the solid li ne under the assumption that the weirs are fully drawn, i.c.
W and Wds are equal to unity. The l ine l ies very close to the fu lly drawn
• downstream case (shown as the dashed li ne) for both Cookham and Bray.
However, the two li nes deviate markedly in the case of Bell weir. In fact,
• the behaviour of Bel l weir shows many anomalies as described below.
5 First, a comparison of the dif ferent rating curves for Bel l weir presented in
Table 4 shows a rapid increase in the exponent for the tailwater level as
• variables are dropped from the equation. This is against a 'slight decrease in
the case of the other two weirs. A second pecul iar feature of Bell weir is
• shown in the correlati on matr ices given in Table 2. Here, the headwater
level at Bell weir is shown to be only weakly correlated wi th any of the other
• variables; the sense of any cor relation present being in the opposite di rection
to those found for the other weirs. Third. Bel l weir is rarely fully drawn
• (only three t imes in the data set used) so that the affl ux through the
structure is always heavily dependent on the gate settings of the weir.
•
One possible explanation for the behaviour of Bell weir is that the River
Coln fl ows into the Thames between Bel l and Penton Hook weirs. Th is
may int roduce a random infl uence into the backwater curve downstream of the
• weir and so destroy any simple regime-related dependence. I f such an ef ect
is postulated, then it should apply in some measure to the Bray-Boveney reach
• wi thin which T he Cut has its confl uence with the Thames. However, no
similar phenomenon is observed here, presumably due to the much lower fl ow
• contribution from The Cut than that from the River Co Inc.
• A s regards the rebuilding of Boveney weir , mentioned in section 3.3, the
rating curves for the combined data set arc those that are quoted in Table 4
• and drawn in Figu re 2. This combined relat ionship is not significantly
dif erent from those derived for the new and old weirs separately in terms of
• the constant and exponent of the tailwater level. However, the exponents of
the variables relating to the weir settings are signi ficantly dif ferent for the old
weir . Th is implies that the new weir structure behaves in a similar manner
to the old weir but that the operation of the weir is rather di f erent .
Consequent ly, the relationship recommended for use for events follow ing the
reconstr uction of Boveney weir is
•
Q = 13.80 (H p", - 17.43) 1.96 w 0 .0 6  4 w d s 0 .0  9 3 2
•
R2=98.8% s=0.0156 n=22;
•
•
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•
and  the  relationship recommended for use prior to reconstruction is
Q = 10.72 (Htw- 17.43)2" 2 w 0 . 2 3 0 w d 50 .2 I
R 2 =9 7 .8 % s-0.01166 n=14.
33 COM PA RISON WM I ONDA PREDIC TIONS
The rating curves derived from the hydrograph anti tackle sheet data have
been compared with the results of the hydraulic model for in-bank flows, and
to see how successful ly they extrapolate to out-of-bank flows. It is not
possible to compare the results from all the equations quoted in Table 4 due
to the unavailabili ty of headwater data for Boveney from the hydraulic model.
Equally, the out-of-bank model levels for Bell weir are preliminary estimates
and so rather less weight should be placed on these fi gures. The data
output from the hydraulic model are plotted in Figure 2 as open triangles for
the in-bank model and solid triangles for the out-of-bank model.
T here is reasonable agreement between the rating curves produced in this
study and the ONDA model predictions for in-bank fl ows. In the case of
Cookham weir, the rating curves produced in this study slightly underestimate
the ONDA model fl ows. This is less true of the in-bank fl ows at Bray and
Bell weirs which show a much closer agreement between the model predictions
and the rating curves developed here. For Bell weir, it is, however, pointed
out that the equation relating to the fully drawn downstream wcir (dashed line
in Figure 2c) is the  one  which should be used in order to achieve reasonable
predictions for levels over 14.47 m A OD and fl ows greater than 247.6 m 2s-2.
For levels and fl ows less than these values, provided the weir settings are
known, the three variable rating curve (3.2c) is preferred due to its much
higher coef icient of determination. In these comparisons, it has not been
possible to test the ef ect of the secondary independent variables in the
equation against the hydraulic model. If confi dence has to be placed in the
rating curves which include the weir variables, then some ONDA runs should
be used to test this part of the rating (see Section 7.1).
The rating curves developed here, not surprisingly, do not extrapolate to
predict over-bank fl ows. This is shown in Figure 2 with respect to the
ONDA model predictions but it is also true of extreme events such as the
1947 fl ood. Shown on Figure 2b is the rating curve derived for
Bray/Windsor in the Maidenhead Study (Beran and Field, 1988). l h is rating
has two segments. In producing the lower segment, the chart levels at Bray
were used in conjunction with non-lagged fl ow values from the ultrasonic
gauge at Royal Windsor. This lower segment plots through the data points
used in this study, including those for which the downstream weir  was not
fully drawn. The upper segment of the Bray/Windsor curve was constructed
so that it pagsed through the discharge and level of the 1947 fl ood. This
segment of the rating plots through the ONDA model out-of-bank predictions.
It is suggested that if rating curves are required for out-of-bank fl ows then
they should be constructed through the histor ical events and checked iteratively
with the ONDA model, paying attention to the ratio of the in-channel to
fl ood-plain fl ows, to achieve compromise ratings which are conformable with
the hydrological data (see Section 7.1).
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4. Statistical Analysis of Flow and Stage
• Frequencies
•
Analysis of annual maximum data is required to provide fl ow and level
estimates for return periods from 1 year to 10 years as outlined in the study
•
proposal. A generalised extreme value distr ibution, given by
• and
x(F) = u F)/(}/k for ki 0
(4.1)
x(F) = u - a M(-in F) for k=0
•
where F is the non-exceedance probabil ity,
•
was fi tted to the single station annual maximum fl ow and stage data using the
• method of unbiased probabil ity weighted moments. The shape parametcr k
was tested for signifi cance (Hosking  et. al.,  1984). In cases where k was not
• found to be signifi cantly different from zero, an EV 1 fit was estimated, again
using the method of probabil ity weighted moments. For the range of data
• available, an EV 1 fi t is adequate in all cases except the rivers Thame and
Co Me where an EV3 fi t is preferred, and the River Wey at Ti lford where an
• EV2 fit best descr ibes thc revised data (Section 2.1.2). The level data is
also bet ter described by an EV3 model. The results of the calibrations for
• the single station models arc given in Table 5 and the plotted values in
Figure 3.
•
•
The general IH recommendation with regard to models derived from single
station data is that a model with a shape parameter of zero can be used for
•
interpolation purposes, and for extrapolation to twice the return period of the
maximum data point provided that the flow record consists of 20 or more
years of data. An estimated shape parameter, dif ferent from zero, should
only be used for interpolation. This is due to distor tions caused by a short
41 record of data The j usti fication for using thc single station models here liesin the use to which the results are to be put in this initial phase of the
•
study.
•
The primary need for estimates of tributary fl ows for a range of return
periods lies in thc investigation of the addition of fl ows down through the
Thames basin. In the cumulation of fl ows, strictly speaking, it should be the
actual events which are- summed. The use of single stat ion models goes
•
some way towards this idea, although as discussed in Section 7.1, estimates of
the total tr ibutary inputs for usc in the fi nal method for running the ONDA
•
model may well be revised on a regional basis. T his would be derived from
pooled data as it is clear from Figure 3 that neither the Flood Studies
•
Report curve for Region 6 nor the Thames Water A uthori ty curve provide a
good fi t to the plot ted points in the majority of cases.
• For return periods of less than onc year, it is necessary to fi t statistical
•
models to POT data. However, it must be borne in mind that a return
period of unity on the POT scale is similar to a return period of 15 8 on the
•
annual maximum scale (Langbein, 1949). This is because of the different
sampling concept and data used in the model construction. With regard to
the POT data, abstraction method 2 from the Flood Studies Report (NERC,
1975; p. 194) was applied to the raw data. This fixes the parameter lambda
of the model. The other parameters. Qo and beta, are then estimated using
the maximum likelihood method. The parameters are given in Table 6 and
the T-year fl ood is then estimated by
Q(T) = Qo + 13 (In X + In T) (4.2)
The model assumes that there is a Poisson distribution of the number of
events in a year and that the distribution of fl ood magnitudes is exponential.
These assumptions are consistent with an EV 1 fit to the annual maximum
series. The POT estimates for the Thame and the River Wey could,
therefore, be less reliable, as could the estimates for the level data from the
three weirs, although the error within the interpolated range would be
acceptably small.
5. Frequency of Bankfull Stage
Table 7 shows the stage for given return periods at each of the three weirs
tinder consideration. The fl ow has been calculated using the rating curves
recommended in Section 3 above and assuming all weirs to be fully drawn.
Bankfull fl ow is given by the hydraulic model to be 240, 240 and 260 in 3s-
at Cookham, Bray and Bell weirs respectively. The return periods of these
fl ows have been assessed on the basis of the rating curves and stage frequency
analyses described above.
A t bankfull fl ow, it is assumed that all weir gates are fully raised, although,
as discussed above, this may not be the case at Bell weir. The bankfull
fl ows from thc ONDA model fall just within the range of the data used to
construct the rating curves, so extrapolation is unnecessary. Following the
recommendations laid out in Section 3.5, equations (3.2a) and (3.2b) in Table
4  have been used in the case of Cookham and Bray weirs wi th W and Wds
set to unity. Equation (3.1c) in Table 4 has been used in the case of Bell
Weir. These equations give bankfull stages of 24.85 m AOD, 21.73 m AOD
and 14.58 m AOD for Cookham, Bray and Bell weirs respectively.
To provide return periods for these stages, attention is now drawn to the
statistical analyses presented in Section 4. It is important to bear in mind
that it is possible to quote a range of retu rn periods dependent on the
statistical model and the data used in its construction. These wil l have
dif erent meanings and will be useful under dif erent circumstances. The
annual maximum model will provide the probabili ty of a whole year containing
at least one event of bankfull stage or over. T he POT model, whose
parameters are quoted in Table 6, will give the probability of independent
peaks, some of which will occur in the same year, which are bankfull or over.
A POT model which includes all peaks above a threshold, such as would bc
given using the original Thames Water stage extractions (Section 2.2), would
give the probabili ty of any fl ow greater than thc threshold reaching or
exceeding bankfull. These may occur more than once in an individual flood
as well as morc than once a year.
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• Table 8 shows the return periods for the annual maximum arid POT models.
Interpreting this table, at Cook ham weir, in a 100 year per iod, on average, at
• least one fl ow which is bankfu ll or above wil l occur in 52 of those years; and
bankfull flow or above wi ll occur on average in 81 out of 100 independent
• events; and 85 out of I OU t imes that the flow rises above the chosen
threshold. A t Bray, the cor respond ing figures are 43 years, 52 events and 55
• times. A t Bell weir , they are 36 years, 45 events and 50 times. These
figures are suppor ted by a return period of 2.05 years (49 years in 100) for a
• fl ow of 250 m 3s- 1  for the Bray/W indsor site calculated using the EV 1 analysis
of the reconstructed annual maximum series (Table 5).
•
•
6. Discharge Accumulation through the Study
Reach
•
•
•
6.1 STAT IST ICA L PEAK DISCHARGE ACCUMU LATIO NS
• I n thc ru nning of thc Thames hydraulic model, it is desired that the model is
•
loaded wi th hydrological inputs specifi ed in such a way that the levels along
the T hames all correspond to the same chosen return period. In general, i t
is found that combining T-year events, for example at a t ri butary confl uence,
will resul t in a total fl ow somewhat rarer than the T-year event at a point
downstream of the confl uence. In order to explore how the inputs may be
specif ied, the cumulation of fl ows through the Thames at dif erent return
•
periods was investigated for the return period ranges represented by both the
POT and annual maximum analyses.
•
Some account is necessary of the ungauged contributions to the Thames. A s
•
a fi rst approximation, the gauged proportion of the fl ow from each tributary
was sealed up by the rat io of the area o f the whole catchment to the
•
confluence with the T hames, to the gauged catchment area. These areal
correct ion factors arc given in Table 9. A ccount has also been taken of thc41 ungauged arca outside the gauged tributaries by applying a fur ther correction
factor to the total fl ow addi tion. This method was prefer red to that of
•
applying the factor to thc Thames flow at the upstream station as i t can be
expected that the response of these areas would more nearly be represented
•
by that of the local gauged cont ributions rather than the input upstream. Th e
additions are presented in T able 10 for return periods of 0.25, 03 3, 0.5, 1, 2,
•
5, 10, 25 and 50 years. The results for the upper and lower por t ions of
the Thames study reach wi ll be considered separately.
• 6.2 RES ULTS FO R T HE UP PER REACH
•
I n the case of the upper reach of the T hames between Days Weir and
•
Bray/W indsor, • the required addi tion of flow, obtained by subtract ing the
estimated peak fl ow at Days Weir f rom that at Bray/Windsor for a given
• return period, ranges from 79 rn3s- 1  at a return period of four times a year
11
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•
o n the PG I' series to 210 M' s-1 at a return period of 50 years on the
annual maximu m series. Co mpared with these figures are the sums of thc
estima ted ti ibuta ty peaks for each return period. In Table 10, three
estimates are given. The sum of the gauged peak fl ows, the sum of the
gauged peak fl ows including the areal correction factor for the ungauged
propor tion of the tributar ies, and the sum of the peak flows including the
areal  correction factor for all ungauged parts of the basin. A true estimate
is though t to  lie  somewhere within this range and a slightly better estimate of
the upper bound may be gained by using a correction factor base d on the
me an annual fl ood estimated using the H ood Studies Report method based on
ca tchm ent characte rist ics (see Section 7.1). The cumulated tr ibu tary peaks
amo unt to between 68 and 103 m 3s- 1 at a return period of four times a
year to between  184 and  278 m 3s- ' a t a retu rn period of 50 years.
From Table 10, it is clear that the requ ired additional tlow, has  a  very small
range for the lower return period events on the POT series but increases
rapidly for the higher return period even ts on the annual maximum series.
The reason pu t forward for this is that the larger fl ows on the Thames
probably result either from larger rainfall events with a stronger spatial
coherence or fro m highe r overall antecedent wetness conditions. By contrast,
the addition of fl ow peaks on the tr ibutaries increases more steeply than the
requ ired fl ow for low re turn periods and less steeply at higher retu rn periods.
This could be a function of using the individual station estimat ion mo dels with
the effects of relatively shor t fl ow records corn ing into play (see Section 4).
Ano ther importan t obse rvation is tha t the su m of the tributary peaks, when
acco unt is taken of the ungauged parts of the basin, greatly exceeds the
requ ired additional fl ow. It has already been po inted out that these
"corrected" fl ows may be an overestimate of additional contribut ions to the
fl ow but they are probably nearer to the tru th than the uncorrec ted fl ows.
The main reason for the expected overshoot is  that,  in cases where the same
event produces both the tribu tary and the Thames peaks, the tr ibutary will
respond much faster than the Thames and the actual physical combination of
fl ows  will  occur well down the recession limb of the tributary hydrograph.
In  o ther ca tchme nts, the tr ibut ary pcak rare ly occurs during the same event as
that on the main Thames. Th is is shown in Figure 4 for annual maximum
fl ows between 1975 and 1986. Peak flows in the catchments which are
hard ly ever synchronous with the Th ames, generally occur in the summer
months, but, even if the seasonal effect is taken into conside ration, there is
little improvement in the synchroneity of annual maximum events.
Th e overall conclusion, then, is that it is not possible to use the same retu rn
period fl ow on the tr ibutaries as that on the main Thames as inputs to the
hydrau lic mo del to give downstream fl ows of the same return pe riod.
However, it is clear from the estimates o f the required fl ow, that the sum of
the contingent fl ows, i.e. those fl ows which are physically combined in the
same eve nt, would increase in relative rarity wit h increasing return period of
the desired water level profi le.
63 RES ULTS FO R THE ID WER REA CH
Th e tendency for the summation of tribu tary flows to overshoot the target
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•
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•
fl ow addit ion is even more evident in the lower reach of the Thames between
Royal Windsor and Teddington. Here, the additional fl ow required shows a
general increase over the whole range, from 26 m 3s" at a return period of
four times a year to 147 111 3 S- 1 at a return period of 50 years. However,
there is a discontinui ty at t he point at which the POT and annual maximum
analyses over lap. In set ting a target for later work, this suggests that the
addit ional fl ow estimates should be smoothed (see Section 7.1). The sum of
the tr ibutary peak flows come from different gauging stat ions in the case of
the POT and annual maximum return period ranges. Thus, it is not possible
to compare the behaviour of the fl ow additions over the whole range directly.
From the POT analyses, the addi tion of tr ibutary peak flows ranges from
between 43 and 126 m3s- I at a return per iod of four t imes a year to
between 76 and 235 m 3s" at a retu rn period of one year, depending on the
treatment of the ungauged cont ributions. From the annual maximum analyses
of the single stati on data, the range in the summation of tri butary fl ow peaks
is from between 106 and 180 m3s" at a return period of 2 years and
between 221 and 378  M3s- I for a return period of 50 years.
The large overshoot represented by these figures could be due to a number of
factors. I t may result partly from thc attenuation of the fl ow peaks as they
pass downstream. The extent of this effect should be shown in results from
ONDA model runs. However, the dominant reason for the overshoot would
appear to be that events in the tipper n ames, especially at low retu rn
per iods, arc not always t he events that produce the peak fl ows in the lower
reaches of the Thames.
This lack of sy nchroneity is il lustrated for the annual maximu m flows between
1975 and 1986 in Figure 4. As can be seen only 75% of the peaks at
Teddington resul t from the same event as the peaks at Days Weir. The
ot hers resul t from high fl ows on the Wey and the M ole which provide
signifi cant cont ribut ions to the T hames. "In is con trasts wit h the upstream
reach where the larger t ri butary infl ows more frequently coincide with the
main T hames, and the tri butaries which do not coincide are relatively small.
Consequently, an annual maximum at Bray/Royal Windsor occurs frequently in
the same event as that at Days Wei r but much less f requently in the same
event at Teddington. From this, one may ant icipate that the specification of
input flows to the hydraul ic model will require rather di fferent treatment in
the upstream and downstream port ions of the study reach.
6.4 CO R RELATIO N AND SUMMAT IO N O F CO NT ING E NT
FLO WS
In a second approach to this issue of how fl ows increase along the study
reach, attention has been paid to the contingent daily fl ows i.c. the mean daily
fl ow on the tributaries wh ich occurred on the same day as the peak fl ow at
Days Weir . T he cor relation coeffi cients for the mean daily fl ow at Days
Weir and the mean daily flow on the same day on each tributary have been
computed and are presented in 'Fable 11. Plots of the data points show
that these values are often af ected by ou tliers f rom the data. This is
particularly so in the case of the River Pang, the River Kennet, The Cut and
the Mole at Kinnersley Manor, as indicated in T able 11. T he overall picture
is that there is sensibly no correlation between the daily fl ow at Days Weir
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and that on each tr ibutary. T he correlation between Days Weir and
Teddingto n, however, is significant.
'l b arrive at a more physically realistic association of fl ows, the daily mean
fl ow data were also lagged according to the expected travel t ime (t aken from
the ONDA model) between Days Weir anti each of the t ributary infl ows.
T his was done by taking a weighted mean of the daily fl ow and the following
day's fl ow, wi th the weights representing the time delay. T he results from
this analysis show a slight improvement in the correlat ion coefficient in most
instances, but do not change the general conclusion that the tr ibutary flows
which combine with high T hames fl ows can be of almost any magnitude.
The precise magni tude of each tributary fl ow wil l depend on the spatial
coherence of the storm-producing rainfall, the time pattern of the minfall in
different parts of the catchment, the direction of the storm track, and the
antecedent moisture condition and the response time of the t r ibutar ies
Table 12 shows the addi tion of fl ows based on thc median same-day
cont ingent fl ow and the time-lagged contingent fl ow, ft c two columns of
figures are similar and, not surpr isingly, the total sum of the fl ows,
incorporating the areal correct ion factors, agrees fairly well wi th the di fference
between thc median fl ows at Days Weir and Teddington. T he reason for
the mismatch is probably the fact that the median flows are calculated using a
different t ime span in each case depending on the length of the flow record.
T he flow addit ions may be compared with the target additional fl ows given in
Table 10, although one cannot expect any simple equivalence because Table 10
data are concerned with peak fl ows whereas T able 12 is concerned wi th mean
daily fl ows. In the upper reach, between Days Weir and Bray/Windsor, the
addit ion of the median cont ingent daily fl ows is somewhat less than the
required addit ional peak flow which occurs 4 times a year. In the lower
reach, between Bray/W indsor and Teddington, the sum of the median
cont ingent fl ows corresponds to the required flow which has a return period
of around 3 times per year.
T his dissimilari ty of fl ow magnitudes means that a single median value, based
on the contingent flow, for each tr ibutary is of limited useful ness in defi ning
the input to the hydraulic model. The results, however, might instead be
used as an indication of the propor tion of fl ow which each tributary
cont ributes; especially in cases where the proportions di ffer from those derived
from Table 10 which arc based on the summation of fl ows at a given return
period. The use of fl ow propor tions derived from the contingent fl ow
analysis has the advantage that some account is taken of the degree to which,
on average, individual tr ibutary catchments respond in phase with the main
T hames fl ow.
The percentage contribution from each catchment as calculated from the
cont ingent fl ows and the 2-year return period peak fl ows arc given in Table
13. There arc some significant di fferences between the two percentage
fi gures quoted, notably for T he Cut and the River Co Inc which have their
confl uence with the Thames wi thin the main study reach. Applying the
percentage cont ribut ion based on the cont ingent fl ow analysis to the the
required fl ow addition between Days Weir and Teddington takcn from Table
10 leads to some paradoxical results. For example, the River Co Inc
cont r ibutes 24.9% of the contingent fl ow summation but this impl ies that the
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•10-year peak fl ow is required from thc River Co Inc to make up the 2-year
•
fl ow addit ion on the • hames. This is clearly not correct and thc application
of the results from the contingent flow analysis is, therefore, not straight
•
forward. Further work is also needed to investigate the stabili ty of the
calculated tributary fl ow percentages through the range of events on the main
•
River Thames (Section 7.1).
•
Suggested Methodolou for Stage 2
•
•
It is clear from the above discussions that some of the results quoted above
need further testing against the hydraulic model and that some of the fl ow
•
estimates can probably be improved for their use in stage 2. Thus, two sets
of recommendations can be made as to the way to proceed - one relating to
further refi nements to the stage 1 results and one relating to the methodology
to be used in stage 2.
•
•
7. 1 IMP ROVEME NTS TO T H E ESTIMATE S FRO M ST AGE 1
There are four ways in which the stage 1 results should be further clarifi ed
•
and refined.
•
First, if rating curves are needed for the out-of-bank flows at Cookham, Bray
and Bell weirs, then they must he calibrated against histor ical data, such as
•
the 1947 fl ood. The use of one data point to define these curves, however,
is unsatisfactory and it will, therefore, be necessary to proceed iteratively with
the hydraulic model to come to some compromise rating. One particular
point of interest may be in the ratio of in-channel to fl ood-plain fl ows during
•
fl ood events. A nother test required to validate the rating curves at low fl ows,
is to conduct at least one ON DA model run in which the weir gates arc not
•
fully drawn to compare with the equations presented in Section 3.
•
Second, in order to have a more secure basis for estimating the addit ional
fl ow input between upstream and downstream stations on the Thames, two
•
improvements can be considered. The first of these improvements is to use
a smoothed curve for the fl ow addit ions required for dif erent return periods,
•
thus removing the jump between the POT and annual maximum analyses.
The second improvement is to use locally pooled regional growth curves for
the Thames and its tr ibutaries, incorporating into this historical data. The
main effect of this, in terms of the Thames fl ows is already apparent from
•
the M aidenhead study and is to increase the Teddington fl ow at high return
periods (Beran and Field, 1988) and so increase the amount of addit ional fl ow
• required from the tributaries in the lower reach.
•
The third point which needs following up is the estimation of ungauged
contributions to the Thames. The area ratios used in Section 5 could be
improved by making use of other important catchment characteristics such as
stream frequency and channel slope in cases where there is a large dif erence
• in area between the ungauged and total catchment (i.e. the Rivers Thame,
0
•
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Cut , Mole and Wey). A rat io based on the Fl ood Studies Repor t estimate
of the mean annual fl ood wil l be used.
The fourth area in which the stage 1 resul ts need clari fication is in the
analysis of the contingent flows. The median cont ingent flows for di fferent
rarity of events on the Thames needs to be investigated as Table 10 would
suggest that these ought to increase whereas the correlat ion coefi cients
presented in Table 11 suggest that they may remain substantially constant.
T he stabil i ty of the percentage fl ow cont ributions from each tributary also
needs assessing and paradoxical results investigated if the work f rom the
contingent fl ow analysis is to be of use.
7.2 ST A GE 2
The suggested methodology for stage 2 entails extending the Floo d Studies
Repor t , rainfall-runof f method for use in catchmcnts with an area greater than
1,000 km 2. T he method wil l requi red some exploratory data work but , once
derived for the Days Weir-Teddington rcach of the Thames, should then be
applicable to other reaches of the Thames. A nnual maximum rerurn periods
of 2 and 100 years wi ll ini tially be selected for analysis. For the upstream
site, Days Weir, i tself having a catchment area greater than 1,000 km 2, design
hydrographs, based on an application of the Flood Studies Report
rainfall -runof f method using subareas, will be generated wit h peaks
corresponding to the 2 year and 100 year return period flows. 'Il i ese wil l be
checked against existing fl ow data and modifi cations made as necessary.
A s a starting point, this same design rainfall and catchment wetness condition
wi ll be appl ied to each of the subcatchments between Days Wei r and
Teddington. These peak fl ows will then be cumulated and compared with
the 2 and 100 year return period peaks experienced at Royal Windsor and
Teddington.
In cumulating the fl ows down the Thames, it is unli kely that a complete
match wi th Royal Windsor and Teddington will be found. T his mismatch
could be due eit her to the timing of tri butary fl ows compared to the main
stream, or to the incorrect estimation of volumes in the design hydrographs.
The latter is probably the more l ikely. I f this is the case, the rainfall-runoff
estimates for the tr ibutary hydrograph shape, keeping the peak constant, wi ll
be adjusted on the basis of evidence derived from fl ood volume data over
different fl ow durations. The model will then be re-run for the basin.
Judging from Table l ob, the results from this sort of analysis should provide
something akin to the addit ion of a 50 year fl ow on the T hames wi th a 5
ycar fl ow on the tr ibutaries in the upper reach and a 1.5 year fl ow on the
tributaries in the lower reach. In order to explore this furt her, it is
suggested that two steady state runs of the ONDA model are performed -
one using these inputs and a second using the required fl ow difference
allocated to tr ibutary inputs on the basis of the cont ingent fl ow proportions.
A t the very least, these runs would suggest how sensitive the model is to the
input fl ows.
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TA B L E I A vailability of fl ow data f or Tham es and tributaries
between Days Weir and Teddington
Station No. Start POT PO T
date threshold flows/year
RI 3S-
Thames at Days Weir 39002 1938 100 2.8
R. Thame at Shabbington 39038 1968 11.19 5.6
R. Pang at Pangbourne 39027 1969 1.8 5.2
R. Kennet at Theale 39016 196 1 22.0 6.0
R. Lodden at Sheepbr idge 39022 1965 um 5.3
R. Blackwater at Swallowfield 39007 1952 12.7 5A
R. Wye at I ledsor 39023 1964
Thames at Bray 39009 1965
The Cu t at Flinfiekl 39052 1957 3.8 5.8
Thames at Royal Windsor 39072 1979
R. Colne at Denham 39010 1952
Misbourne at Denharn 39091 1978
R. Pinn at Uxbridge 39098 1985
R. Wey at Tilford 39011 1954 22.6 3.4
H. Wey at Weybridge 39079 1978
R. Mole at Castle Mill 39068 1971
R. Mole at Kinnersley Manor 39069 1973 16.0 4.5
Hoggsmill at Kingston 39012 1956 9.4 3.0
Thames at Teddington 39001 1883 200 3.5
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TA BL E 2 Cor elation m atrices f or weir data
CO O KH AM WE IR
•
log Q log
W
hlog log
hw hds
log W log
Wds
log
•
log htw
•
log  hhw
•
log hds
•
 
log W
•
log Wds
•
log FIL
•
log Hi t
•
BRA Y WEIR
•
• log htw
log  hhw
• log lids
• log W
• log Wds
• log EIL
1 log HLds
•
•
•
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TA BL E 2  fr ont )
BELL WEIR
log htw
log hhw
log hds
log W
Log Wds
Log HL
log HLds
where
log Q is the logarithm to the base 10 of the tlow at the weir
(m3s-1)
log htw is the tailwater level expressed as the logarithm of the height
on the tailwater board (in)
log hhw is thc headwater level of the "current" weir expressed as the
logari thm of the height on the headwater board (m)
log hds is the headwater level of the downstream weir expressed as the
logarithm of thc height on the headwater board (m)
log W is the "current" weir setting expressed as the logarithm of the
proportion of the weir drawn
log Wds is the downstream weir setting expressed as the logarithm of
the proportion of the downstream weir drawn
log HL is the logarithm of the head loss over the "current" weir (m)
log HLds is the logarithm of the head loss in the downstream reach (m)
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TABL E 3 R avel times f or Thames Study reach
Reach Wave Celerity Distance Time
(3/2 water velocity Taken
ms" `  ) (km) (hours)
Marlow - Cookham 1.6 7.24 1.26
Cookharn - Hauli ers 1.6 3.64 0.63
Boulters - Bray 1.9 3.78 0.55
Bray - The Cut 1.8 056 0.09
The Cut - Boveney 1.7 4.55 0.74
Boveney - Romney 2.1 3.30 0.44
Romney - Old Windsor 2.0 43 8 06 1
Old Windsor - Bell 2.1 5.50 0.73
Bell - River Co Inc 1.9 1.34 020
River Colne - Penton Hook 2.3 3.32 0.40
Note: Velacities used relate to an input of 225 m3s- 1  to hydraulic model;
inflow of 25 in 3 s down Caine; no other addit ions
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?A BL E 4 Rating curves clefi ved from regression analysis
COO KHAM WEER
Model for a ft i lli drawn downstream weir:
o = 14.45 (*Elm - 20.94)2-06
R2 = 90.2% S = 00162 n = 15
Stepwise model:
Q = 6.64 (Htw - 20.94)2 64 • 9.1°.3 ' Li , - 0 .0 7 2" ' cis
R2 = 96.63%
 n =  36S = 0.0222
A lternative models:
o 1, .0 1 2 .= 7.852 (Htw - 20.94) " w 0 2 2 a Sds HLds-0 .0 6 8 3
= 9 6 .7 4 S = 0.0222 n = 36
o w 0 . 0 4 5= 13.8 (Htw - 20.94)2 13 W d s ° ." 3 (3.2a)
R2 = 948% S =0.0275 n =36
BRA Y WEIR
Model for a fully-drawn downstream weir:
o = 16.22(Htw - 17.43) 1.03
R2 = 98.1% 5 = 0.00673 n rr 12
Stepwise model:
o = 20.18(Htw - 17 43) 3.6 . w 0 . 1 8 S ( H CIS
R2 = 98.68%
Al ternative models:
S = 0 .0 14 11 34
Q = 11.48(Htw - 17 43)2.I 4 . w 0 . 1 6 6 . w 0 .0 7 1 H i - 0 . 1 7 7ds
R2 = 98.3% S = 0.0158 n = 36
o = 12.59(H tw - 17.43)2.02
R2 = 98.2% S = 0.01598
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w 0 .0 8 6 6
19 .6 0 ) 0 .0 2 2
m - 0 . 0 2 3
" ds
n = 36  N t k(N-
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.2b)
TA BL E 4 (co ntd.)
•
•
BELL WEIR
Model for a ful ly-drawn downstream weir:
•
Q = 16.98(Htw - 10.31) 1.6 6
•
R2 = 86.0% S = 0.0167 n = 11
•
Stepwise model:
•
Q = 85.7( Eftw - 10.31)0.6 W° •1" HLds° -2 3 3
R 2 = 96.11% S = 0.0233 n = 36
•
•
•
R2 = 94.9% S = 0.0266 n = 36
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•
• where
• 0 is fl ow (m3s-1)
• l i tW is tailwater level (m.A0 D)
W is proportion of "current" weir raised
• Wds is proport ion of downstream weir raised
• f i Lds is downstream head loss (m)
• li ds is downstream headwater level (m.A0 D)
•
•
•
•
•
•
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(3.1c)
A lternative models:
Q = 100.0(Htw  -  10.31)° •5 " w o.i s i Au 0 . 0 9 4n d s }.11" -'ds0 . 2 2 4
IV = 96.3% S  =
 0.02302 n  =  36
Q = 67.61(Htw  -  10 30 " 1 w 0 . 2 4 1 n , 2 0
' ds (32c)
TA BL E 5 Frequency A nalysis of A nnual Maximum Flow and L evel
Data - Equation Parameters
Station
• Signifi can tly dif erent from zcro
GEV Parameters EV 1
Parameters
a k u a
Days Weir 123.10 48.32 0.075 121.50 45.29
Tha me 21.15 7.33 1.004 18.09 5.29
Pang 2.04 0.67 0.059 2.02 0.64
Kennet 32.96 8.51 0.109 32.55 7.77
Loddon 14.40 3.99 0.021 14.36 3.91
Blackwate r 18.9 1 4.11 - 0.014 18.94 4.17
Wye 1 66 0.51 0.033 2.65 0 49
The Cut 6.82 2.89 - 0.060 6.90 3.07
Bray/Windsor ' 221.12 752 3 0.022 220.36 73.73
Co Inc 9.20 2.84 0.284' 8.86 2.32
Wey at Tilford 20.15 4.93 - 0.320' 21.01 7.35
Mole at Castle Mill 57.06 19.27 0.177 55.59 16.77
Mole at Kinnersley Manor 36.77 12.85 0.162 35.87 11.29
1-loggs Mill 11.26 4.08 0.094 11.09 3.77
Teddington 265.20 92.69 - 0.068 268.16 99.10
Cookham Weir 24.7 1 0.51 0.563' 24.59 0.38
Bray Weir 21.46 0.52 0.320' 21.39 0.42
Bell Weir 14.21 0.50 0.237' 14.15 0.42
1 based on reconstn icted data from Beran and Field ( 1988)
24
M BL E 6  Frequency A nalysis of Peaks over Threshold Flow and
Level Data - Equation Parameters
S ta t io n
25
0 0
Based on level data and the rating curves of Reran and Field ( 1988)
Days Weir 2.0 110.84 36.66
Thame 4.0 11.42 7.44
Pang 4.0 1.82 0.51
Kennet 4.0 25.35 7.28
Loddon 4.0 10.55 4.09
13lackwater 4.0 14.76 4.89
Wye
The Cut 4.0 4.53 2.63
Bray/Windsor ' 2.0 195.05 46.16
Colne
Wey at Tilford 3.0 17.28 7.61
Mole at Castle Mill
Mole at Kinnersley Manor 4.0 18.59 13.80
Floggs Mill 2.0 10.81 2.64
Teddington 3.0 2 12.9 1 76.16
Cookh arr Weir 1 0 24.54 0.34
Bray Weir 2.0 21.26 0.35
Be ll We ir 1.5 14.17 0.34
00
TA BL E 7 Flow Calculations Based on a Frequency A nalysis of
• Level Data and the Rating Curve Recomm ended in
Section 3
•
•
• COOKHAM I3RA Y BELL
'
•
•
Use of equation for fully drawn downstrea m weir (in all o ther cases,
equation inco rporat ing weir settings used - weirs assumed to be fully
drawn) .
•
 position of bankfu ll flow as given in hydraulic model.
so
26
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••
• TABLE  9 A real Correction Factors
Tributary Area at Total A real
• gauge Catchment Correction
area
• (km 2) (km2)
•
s for annual maximum data
• 2 for POT data (Le. includes tributaries for which POT data not available)
• assumes both sub-catchments are equally representative of downstream
catchment
•
28
•
•
TA B L E 10 A ddition of fl ows f or Tham es tributaries f or given
return p eriods
(a) PCYI' analysis
Days Weir
Bray/W indsor
required addi tional fl ow
including correction for ungauged
non-tributary fl ows
Colne•
Wcy at T ilford 2
Mole at Kinnersley Manor
Hoggs Mil l at Kingston
addition of gauged fl ows
addition including areal correction
for each tributary
including correction for ungauged
non-tributary fl ows
Return l'eriod
Thame
Pang
Kennet
Loddon
Blackwater
Wye•
Cut
addition of gauged fl ows
addition including areal corrcction
for each tr ibutary
Bray/Windsor
Teddington
required addi tional fl ow
1 based on level data at Bray and thc Maidenhead rating curves.
2 includes correction made to annual maxima and extended to the rcst of the
data via regression analysis.
• POT data unavailable due to dominance of groundwater fl ow.
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TA B L E  10 (contd.)
(b) A nnual maxima analysis
1based on data from Beran and Field (1988)
30
00
0
0
TA BL E I I Correlation Between Mean Daily Flows on Tham es at
• Days Weir and Contingent Daily Flows on Tributaries
and at Teddingion f or Dates Defi ned by PO T at Days
• Weir
•
•
affected by outlier - extreme tlow on Pang 23/11(74
•
2 influenced by low Kennet flow on 14/7/68 when Thames high
•
several outliers influence results3
•
•
•
•
•
• 31
•
TA BL E 12  A dd ition of Daily Flows f or Daies De til ed by the Peak
over Threshold Series f or Days Weir
Thame
l' ang
Kennet
Loddon
Blackwater
Wyc
The Cut
total gauged fl ow
addition of fl ows including areal
correction for tributaries
including correction for ungauged
non-tributary fl ows
addit ion of fl ows including areal
correction for tributaries
including correction for ungauged
non-tributary fl ows
Median for Days Weir
Median for Teddington
required fl ow addit ion
actual fl ow addition
32
Collie
Wey at Tilford•
Mole at Castle Mill
Hoggs Mill at Ki ngston
total gauged flow
• no correction applied to flow data data from Surface Water Archive held
at IH.
TA BL E 13 Percentage Flow Contribution f rom Each Tribu tary
Catchm ent
T hame
Pang
Kennet
Loddon
Blackwater
Wye
'Hie Cut
ungauged non-tri butary
cont ribution
Co Ine
Wey
M ole
Hoggs Mill
Figures based on
cont ingent fl ow
analysis
(including tributary
areal correction factor)
31.4
2.2
32.6
8.3
12.2
1.9
2.2
9.2
24.9
35.4
31.2
1.9
Ungauged non-t ri butary
cont ribut ion 4.6 4.6
33
Figures based on
2-year return period
peak fl ows from annual
maximum series
(including t r ibutary
areal correction factor)
22.7
1.5
24.7
12.8
16.6
1.8
10.3
9.1
7.5
27.7
52.7
7.5
•• Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the n ames between Days Weir
and Teddington including gauged tributaries
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Figure 2b Stage-discharge p lot f or Bray weir
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• Figure 3a Flood f requency curves based on annual marim a f or
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Figure 3b Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
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Figure 3c • Flood f requency curves based on annual maxima f or
River Pang at Pangbourne
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Figure 3e Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
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Figure  3f  Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
River Black water at Swallowfi eld
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• Figure 3g Flood f requency curves based on annual maxima f or
River Wye at Hedsor
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Figure 3/1 Flood f requency curves based on annual maxima for
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• Figure 31 Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
River Thames at Bray -Windsor - data f rom Reran and
• Field (1988)
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Figure 3k Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
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Figure 31 Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
River Mole at Kinnersley Manor
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Figure 3m Flood f requency curves based on annual maxima f or
River Mole at Castle Mill
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Figure 3m Flood f requency curves based on annual maxim a f or
Hoggsmill at Kingston
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Figure 3o Flood f requency curves based on annual maxima for
River Thames al Tedel ington
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Figure 3q L evel f requency curv es based on annual m axim a f or
Bray weir
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INSTITUTE of HYDROLOGY
The  Institute of Hydrology  is a component establishment of the UK
Natural Environment Research Council, grant-aided from Government
by the Department of Education and Science. For over 20 years the
Institute has been at the forefront of research exploration of hydrological
systems within complete catchment areas and Into the physical
processes by which rain or snow is transformed into fl ow in rivers.
Applied studies, undertaken both in the UK and overseas, ensures that
research activities are closely related to practical needs and that newly
developed methods and instruments are tested for a wide range of
environmental conditions
The Institute, based at Wallingford, employs 140 staff, some 100 of whom
are graduates. Staf structure ts multidisciplinary involving physicists.
geographers, geologists, computer scientists, mathematicians, chemists,
environmental scientists, soil scientists and botanists. Research
departments Include catchment research, remote sensing,
instrumentation, data processing, mathematical modell ing,
hydrogeology hydrochemistry soil hydrology, evaporation fl ux studies,
vegetation-atmospheric interactions, fl ood and low-fl ow predictions.
catchment response and engineering hydrology.
The budget of the Institute comprises £9.5 mil lion per year About 50
percent relates to research programmes funded directly by the Natural
Environment Research Council. Extensive commissioned research is
also carr ied out on behalf of government departments (both UK and
overseas), venous international agencies, environmental organisations
and pr ivate sector clients The Institute is also responsible for
nationally archived hydrological data and for publishing annually
HYDROLOGICAL DATA: UNITED KINGDOM.
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